Accessories inspire business travel to
the next level with items made to elevate and ease
the workday experience. By KArHy wrrr
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Be alert and efficient on the job
by getting a good night's sleep.
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Gool-Jams' Jennifer Nightgown,
made of lightweight moisturewicking fabric, helps promote
restful sleep by regulating body
heat. Compact and wrinkleresistant, the pajamas feel like
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cotton and are silky to the touch.
They can be rinsed in the hotel
sink and hung for quick drying.
MSRP $49
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Providing ultra-light tech transpon f0r
today's digital tools, Eagle Creek's
Pack-ltrM 1 5" Specter Laptop Sleeve,
shown in strobe green, protects
your laptop while enabling in-sleeve
charging with a strategically placed
Power PortrM. The Pack-ltrM Specter
Collection also includes tablet, minitablet and 1 3" laptop sleeves and

Design Go
offers the sophisticated
Go Travel Tablet Carry Case in
tlvo sizes
a larger model that fits all
generations of iPads and full-sized tablets up to 9.5" and a smaller
version ideal for iPad mini, e-readers 0r Kindles. C0nstructed from
durable and stylish black faux leather, the lightweight cases feature
a soft, anti-scratch interior and come with a cleaning cloth for crystal
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clear screens.
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$22.95

in color choices including white/
strobe, green and tangerine
MSRP $2611 5" sleeve

Carry your laptop bag in handsjree

with the i-stay Non Slip Baq
Strap. lts patented webbed shoulder
distrjbutes the bag's weight evenly
across the shoulder and it won't slip
0r sllde off any fabric. Go ahead: Talk
on your cell phone and drink your
morning coffee; your bag will stay
MSBP S19.4S
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Just as suitcases are for c othing, The Traveler:'/ is for
toiletries. Created by lnspire Travel Luggage, The
TravelerrM Elite has a solid waterpr00f core for stability
and allows products t0 stand up, making leaks less likely.
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size bottles

12 t ? x 0", the case accommodates fullan: s :ea for international and long-term
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